magdalena treutwein
brainfuck
add cross, add door, put in crunch!
add cross, add door plus spellbook! add cross floor!
    u turn into door write to gozinta:
    write to spellbook! add door, add ...
    cross door out! spot option, worm!
door plus cross plus spellbook plus door option minus option minus option minus option, 
greater than cross plus door worm.
    plus door spot spellbook plus cross!
    plus door point, worm!
    plus door. dash, dash, dash, dash, 
cross less than crunch. dash option!
    suck in, worm! minus dash, dash, dash, dash, 
    u turn back, gozinta. dash, worm!
    blow out, gozinta! Full-stop.
    add spellbook! cross, cross, cross,
    cross door, cross, cross,
    cross door, cross, cross, 
    cross, door! floor. cross, door!

Add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add ...
cross, cross, cross, 
spot option, worm! add spellbook!
point cross! Period
_crossfloor

add cross, add door, add cross, cross, add door, cross, add adddoor, add add adddoor, add cross, add adddoor, add cross, add door, add cross, add door plus spellbook! cross, cross, add door cross, add door plus spellbook! cross, add door plus add door plus spellbook! u turn into spellbook! u spellbook! u turn into u turn into door write to spellbook! cross door out! door plus cross out! door door plus cross plus spellbook! door plus door plus cross plus spellbook plus door greater plus spellbook plus door greater than cross plus greater than cross than cross plus door plus door plus door plus plus door plus door plus door.
cross plus door door. cross less than crunch. suck suck in, suck in, in, worm! u in, worm! in, worm! worm! u worm! u turn back, worm! u turn worm! worm! u turn back, u turn back, gozinta.
blow out, gozinta. gozinta.
blow blow out, gozinta! add gozinta! add spellbook! cross gozinta! add spellbook! gozinta! add spellbook! cross door, gozinta! add add spellbook! cross door, crossdoor, cross cross door, cross door, floor. cross door, door, cross door, floor. door, cross door, floor. Add, door, cross door, cross door, cross door, floor. cross door, floor.
Add, cross cross door, floor.
Add, add, cross door, floor.
Add, cross door, floor. Add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add, add ... add, add ... spot option, add ...
spot add ...
spot option, add ... add ...
spot option, worm! ... spot option, worm! point spot option, worm! point cross! cross! put in cross! put in put in crunch!
add cross floor! write to gozinta: add door, add ... spot option, worm! option ... spot option, worm! ... spot ... spot option, worm!
option ... spot option, spot option, worm! option worm! option worm! option minus worm! option minus option minus option, worm.
spot option, worm. option, worm.
spot spellbook option, option, worm. spot spellbook spellbook plus cross! point, worm! spellbook spellbook plus cross! point, spellbook plus cross! plus cross! point, worm! dash, dash, dash,dash, dash, dash, dash, dash dash, dash, dash option! dash, dash option! dash, dash option! minus dash,dash option! minus dash, dash option! minus dash,dash, option! minus dash, dash, dash, dash, dash, worm! Full-stop dash,dash,dash,
dash, dash, dash, dash, dash, dash, worm! Full-stop. dash,dash,dash,
dash, dash, dash, dash, worm! Full-stop. dash, dash, worm! Full-stop.
cross, dash, worm! Full-stop.
cross,cross, dash, worm! Full-stop. dash, worm! dash, worm! worm! Full-stop. cross,cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, cross,cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross,cross,cross, cross,cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! cross, cross, cross, cross, door! add spellbook! Period add spellbook! add spellbook! Period spellbook! Period
_A short one

write to tac
  u turn worm
  u turn back
read from tic
  u turn dac
write to zap
cross
Read from suck
  u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
zap zap u turn dak u turn back tic tic u turn dak zap zap plus tic tic u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
gozinta gozinta u turn dash u turn back tic tic u turn dash gozinta gozinta add tic tic u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
zap zap u turn worm u turn back comes from comes from u turn worm zap zap plus comes from comes from u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
zap zap u turn dak u turn back read from read from u turn dak zap zap plus read from read from u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
zap zap u turn option u turn back read from read from u turn option zap zap plus read from read from u turn back
>>> 
RESTART:
>>|--<[-]>++<<
>>|--<[-]>++<<
gozinta gozinta u turn option u turn back read from read from u turn option gozinta gozinta plus read from read from u turn back
>>>
Brainfuck is an esoteric programming language (esolang) created to challenge programmers. It was developed by Urban Mueller and consists of only eight symbols.

The poems of this zine are processable code written in Brainfuck. They make use of its symbols as well as their verbal expressions.